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Focus group held at the Institute of Historical Research, 13 December 2005 

 

Notes 

 

1 What is good about digital resources? What is bad?  
 

Technical aspects 

 

Complex searches were seen as one of the benefits of digital resources, bringing up 

additional material. On the other hand, A said that it was very frustrating when search 

functions didn’t work properly or consistently, and that browsing was easier to do and 

achieved better results with paper resources. 

 

B said that it would be easy to apply technological standards to searches, and that in 

his project, users’ requests were constantly analysed and fed back into the system. 

The project employed full-text indexing. B admitted that his project had sufficient 

funding to make this possible, which was not necessarily the case for other projects 

or resources. 

 

A said that digital resources were not necessarily very easy to read, and that it was 

aggravating when different software was needed to view material. 

 

B said that with digital resources, it should be easy to separate presentation from 

content, and that presentation was also different to technical structure. Presentation 

could be an aspect of personalisation of the resource (for the creators).There were 

different ways of digitising material which could be combined on a webpage/digital 

resource – e.g. image, script transcription, read-aloud for the blind. A said that 

transcriptions were useful, but D noted that providing transcripts of some material 

might increase demand for them, as well as expectations that archivists should 

provide such a service. 

 

Improved access 

 

B highlighted the importance of distance access and overseas access. 
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A said that resources were useful for finding material that is associated with one’s 

project but which one might not otherwise know about – from connections within the 

resource. Twentieth-century material in copyright was a bar to digitisation of some 

resources. 

 

C noted that digitisation was useful for foreign-language material which was not 

easily accessible. Split-screen translations could be provided, but would require a 

great deal of support (in terms of translators, especially for less widely-spoken 

languages). 

 

E noted the importance of scale to the creators of digital resources. From his 

perspective, those records which were prioritised for digitisation were those which 

would make money, such as wills, though this might be modified in future by 

initiatives such as the Athens subscription service. [Institution X] was therefore 

digitising what was most in demand. The most important criteria for users was 

relevance to their work, and presentation (e.g. scrolling) was not relevant. 

 

E said that some people just want very raw document images, e.g. plea rolls. At 

many archives there is the possibility for people to photograph their own material, 

although the image quality will not be so good. The result of this very open access is 

that people are making their own digital archives. [Institution X] had noticed no drop 

in income as a result of digitisation and had increased numbers of visitors, as people 

want increasing levels of access to material.  

 

A said that the knowledge of archive staff members is absent from web resources, 

and that there is a need for easy contact with the resource creators to be available. D 

said that for small archives, digitisation could increase the pressures on staff 

because of higher demand for access to material and assistance. Small archives 

might also find it difficult to provide resources to sustain the resource (appropriate 

hardware, software, etc.) 

 

B said that people often wanted to have access to material in several formats (e.g. 

original, PDF image, digital image). 
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2 What is important in evaluating digital resources? Are different things 
important for different types of resource or is it possible to design a set of 
criteria that apply to all? 

 

E said that it should be relatively easy to establish a technical standard, but that 

evaluation of the resource content would remain subjective. Researchers themselves 

might be happy with simple access to document images, but this would depend on 

individual standards and needs. 

 

B said that there could be standardisation (e.g. of descriptions, abbreviations) and 

that similar standards could be applied to other resources (i.e. internal consistency). 

It was generally agreed that content could be completely divorced from the technical 

standards. He also said that if people don’t think a resource looks good they won’t 

use it. 

 

C said that in his experience with foreign-language resources, issues of accuracy 

were rare (in terms of errors that actually destroy use or meaning) – most errors are 

copyediting issues. Quality-control of translations was time-consuming, especially as 

the level of quality-control could be quite ambitious. 

 

E described [project Y], which produces images in tandem with a calendar, and 

which will link both in together at the end of the digitisation project. How might such a 

project be tackled in the peer review/evaluation process? 

 

 

3 What kinds of processes are needed for peer review? What kinds of 
processes are needed for evaluation? 
 

E said that enough people need to be asked to review to weed out completely 

subjective opinions. He suggested that the technical side probably only requires 

acceptance by e.g. the AHDS (as their acceptance of a resource for deposit indicates 

that it is technically acceptable). 

 

B noted that there would also be subjective opinions of the design/presentation, as 

well as of the quality of the material. 
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D said that for small archives the likely size of the resource’s constituency should be 

taken into consideration – she questioned whether digitisation of small archives was 

worthwhile. 

 

 

4 What is it that makes digital resources different from traditional 
resources when it comes to peer review and evaluation? 
 

D noted that digital resources fostered a change in working practices for historians 

and others involved in archives and resource management. 

 

Value to the user is not expressible in monetary terms, and profit is therefore not 

really an issue. Cost of the resources shouldn’t be a factor in any kind of evaluation 

or peer review process. 

 

 

5 Should there be some sort of kitemarking scheme to let users know that 
a site has reached a certain standard in resource provision? 
 

It was agreed that such a marking scheme might be a good idea as it might 

encourage resource providers to maintain their sites at a high standard. Also, if a 

resource or resource providing body doesn’t meet certain standards, it would be 

useful to know where comments on this could be registered. It is important to have 

access to the resource creators for complaints, usability queries, comments etc. 

Such a scheme was thought to be most suited to the technical aspects of a site. 

Kitemarking would also be useful for resources for the visually-impaired. 
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Focus group held at the University of Glasgow, 8 February 2006 

 
Minutes 

 
1 The members of the focus group were composed both of users and creators 

of digital resources.  

 

A range of issues were raised at the outset: 

• The necessity for recognition by the RAE 

• The sustainability of digital resources. It was noted that universities were not 

usually given funding to sustain resources once they had been created. The 

AHDS absorbed data without the context of the original project, rendering it 

meaningless. The lack of subsequent funding also meant that the information 

contained in such digital resources could not be kept current. The focus group 

advised that issues of financial sustainability should be taken on board, and 

further expressed concerns over the future of resource enhancement funding 

from the AHRC, as this could be helpful in such areas.  

• The cataloguing of digital resources 

• The need to obtain funding to create digital resources 

 

The Chair opened the discussion, noting that this was a period of taking stock of 

the current situation with regard to digital resources. The AHRC was undertaking 

several projects intended to fuel a shift to ‘E-science’, with the ultimate aim of 

bringing its use of ‘E-science’ into line with those of the other research councils. 

With this in mind, it was increasingly important to be able to evaluate the quality 

of digital research projects. This should be undertaken independently of RAE 

concerns, but the benchmarks suggested by the current project would probably 

inform those of the RAE. 

 

The focus group noted that transparent metrics for cultural engagement were 

being developed by Universities Scotland. 
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2 Do you use digital resources in your own research? (If not, why not?) 
What type of resource do you use most (e.g. individual project sites, large 
collections of resources such as Documents Online)? 

 

The focus group both used and created digital resources. Usage varied according to 

sub-field and period as well expertise, reflecting the uneven creation of resources 

across different sectors of the historical discipline.  

 

It was agreed that some of the most-used resources (the online Patrologia Latina and 

Acta Sanctorum, for instance) were in fact commercial enterprises, and that these 

should be included in the current discussion. Such resources could be expensive to 

acquire, and this created problems of access for institutions and individuals. The 

emerging distinctions between ‘haves’ and ‘have-nots’ among universities and 

publicly funded institutions, in terms of access to e-resources, was noted with 

concern. 

 

Although the agenda invited the group to address the research use of digital 

resources, it was felt inappropriate to exclude use in teaching from discussion, in light 

of the facts (i) that many of the cited examples of good practice (e.g. St Albans 

Psalter project; Prosopography of Anglo-Saxon England) have great potential for use 

at undergraduate and postgraduate levels and (ii) that classroom use is integral to 

discussion of end-user impact. 

 

The group identified two different types of digital resources. The first was simply 

aimed at making material accessible, often involving the digitization of a printed or 

written resource. These were often hosted by a public institution; one example was 

the National Library of Scotland’s map collection. The second type was composed of 

more research-driven projects such as those produced by university departments, 

which tended to involve more intellectual decisions over the inclusion and 

presentation of material. The criteria for evaluating these two types of resource could 

be different. It was acknowledged that projects led by a museum or gallery could 

involve both categories. 

 

Linked to this was the issue of peer review. The question of reviewing a collection of 

documents which had simply been digitized was raised. It was agreed that different 
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benchmarking standards and assessment criteria would have to be developed for the 

two types of resource outlined previously.  

 

Returning to the issue of sustainability, the group noted that failure to use digital 

resources might stem from their disappearance soon after creation. Even the use of 

DVDs or CD-ROMs would not solve the problem, as such technology would itself 

date. Sustainability of digital resources was difficult to guarantee and has major cost 

implications. 

 

It was agreed that peer review had to be couched in terms of realistic proposals for 

sustainability. However, questions surrounded the term ‘realistic’. The group was 

aware that research assessment panels might require definite answers. 

Paradoxically, simpler projects could be easier to maintain on a long-term basis.  

 

 

3 What is good or useful about digital resources? What could be 
improved?  

 

Some bad aspects of digital resources were those which digitized material without 

providing metadata (explanation, contextualisation, and research apparatus). The 

group considered that essential metadata and the package of research should be 

available, but noted that data deposited with the AHDS was stripped of all metadata. 

 

The group also felt that very good links to other digital resources were needed, and 

that much of the value of digitized resources lay in being able to network them 

together. 

 

In terms of good practice, the best digital resources were those which were simple to 

use, well-explained and met the highest standards of accessibility to the disabled. It 

was also necessary to identify and disseminate examples of best practice. 

 

It was agreed that it was important to acknowledge that digital projects had made a 

variety of resources accessible, and that larger projects were of fundamental use to 

the historical community. In terms of possible improvements, it was important to bear 

in mind that suggested areas reflected a combination of subjectivity and objectivity.  
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While it was acknowledged that the speed of downloading would vary according to 

the user’s own hardware or software, it was important to have the highest level of 

quality for the amount of material being made available. Assessing ‘fitness for 

purpose’ would involve different criteria for different groups of end users, and 

exclusivity should be avoided. It was noted that smaller, high quality images were 

one example of a resource that would draw a non-expert user into exploring the rest 

of the resource. With these issues in mind, creators of digital resources should also 

be mindful of the needs of users with disabilities. 

 

 

4 What is important in deciding whether a resource is worth paying for or 
not? Which resources should be kept by institutions? Are these necessarily 
the same as the resources that individuals find most useful? 

 

The group considered that the resources most worth paying for were those to which 

access would otherwise be limited, such as manuscripts, in preference to materials 

already widely available in print form. Also valuable were resources that gave access 

to a wider range of material for teaching purposes, which should be borne in mind as 

an end-user issue. The value of digital resources generated by museums was noted 

in this context, but concern expressed over museums’ needs for resource 

enhancement funding (or equivalent) yet their inability to meet the associated 

research-element criteria. The assessment of end use issues (accessibility; 

frequency of use; impact) in funding decisions deserved fuller consideration. 

 

The question of which resources should be kept by institutions devolved into several 

issues, of which the problem of long-term sustainability is only one. Control over 

digital resources can also involve the owner of documents, the repository, the funder, 

and the researcher’s institution. 

 

The group further noted that it was essential that emerging assessment criteria 

should require the creators of digital resources to liaise with the holder(s) of the 

material which they hoped to use. Two key issues were stressed: (i) In view of the 

widely varying costs of digitisation according to physical condition, mode of 

conservation/archiving, and pre-existing level of cataloguing detail of the target 

material, fully costed input from the repository into fEC calculations is essential; (ii) 

Inasmuch as much material in archive repositories is privately not publicly owned and 
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archive officers neither control copyright nor can authorise digitisation, formal 

clearance for access and copyright clearance from the owners should be obtained 

prior to the award of funding and/or commencement of the project. 

 

 

5 What is important in evaluating them (e.g. content, searchability, 
interface, etc.)? Are different things important for different types of resource or 
is it possible to design a set of criteria that apply to all? Would these criteria 
differ for resource creators and users? 

 

It was agreed that peer reviews of digital resources should include assessments of 

ease of use, the level of guidance included in the resource, and disabled 

accessibility. In terms of searchability, it would be important to define how the 

resource was indexed; whether the site or database would be searchable from 

outside (ie., from a search engine) or internally indexed. Care should be taken that 

indexing did not became a bar to accessibility, or that such indexing did not control 

the research agenda of its external users by defining too closely the paths along 

which users could search. 

 

It was important to evaluate content for its accuracy; and to confirm that its data was 

verifiable and contextualised. The steps taken in presenting information should be 

traceable, and links to the original source should be provided. Descriptive information 

about resources should conform to agreed national and international conventions 

(e.g. geographical metadata). 

 

Above all, any digital resource should be fit for the purpose for which it was intended. 

There should be a clear and transparent starting point for searching, and the process 

of searching itself should be subjected to thorough peer review, as external users 

were the only people who could comment on searchability.  

 

The cost implications of different methods of indexing and storing were noted, and 

questions was raised as to whether public funding should specify the indexing 

method to be used or require long-term access to all relevant metadata. 

 

6 Are digital resources different from paper/traditional resources when it 
comes to peer review and evaluation? Should they be peer reviewed? Would 
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this help to identify which resources can be used for research? 

 

Peer review was in general highly recommended, for multiple purposes, and should 

be conceived as including peer reviews in print- and e-journals, the RAE 

assessments, as well as reviewing of funding applications. Criteria should build on 

and complement pre-existing principles of peer-review scrutiny, and should be 

derived from assessment of fitness for purpose and transparency. Peer review would 

be a measure of the esteem which any given digital resource would have among its 

users. It was agreed that reviews of digital resources in journals should be 

encouraged, as one benefit would be the dissemination of knowledge of such 

resources. Evidence of the regard in which a resource was held should be available.  

 

Review of access and usage of the resource might employ different criteria from the 

review of content and technical specifications, but in general peer review had to 

develop criteria for measuring impact. There was some discussion as to how this 

could be assessed. The Office of Science and Technology considered both social 

and economic relevance. It would also be important to consider who the likely 

clientèles would be for any resource when establishing a system of peer review. 

Criteria and peers could not be exclusively academic, as issues of design quality and 

accessibility were important.  

 

It was noted that one university (Aberdeen) employed someone to assess the quality 

of websites produced by the institution. This included sending an evaluation form to 

reviewers.  

 

 

7 What processes are needed for peer review? What processes are 
needed for evaluation? Should a review system operate for digital resources as 
it does for traditional monographs and reference works? If not, what system 
should be applied? 

 

In terms of process for peer review, the group agreed that a system of review would 

be needed, but that it would vary according to the project’s intended outcomes and 

target users, as some would involve the reproduction of material and others a full-

scale research project. Both content and delivery should be assessed by qualified 
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reviewers, and the likelihood was noted that, in some circumstances, reviewers with 

complementary areas of expertise (technical, access; content, etc.) might be needed.  

 

Peer review would also increase the visibility of publicly funded digital resources, 

which lack the marketing of commercially produced ones. However, the group noted 

that some incentive might be needed for reviewers to spend time assessing the 

resources, in the absence of a free copy of a reviewed item.  

 

The recently released RAE 2008 guidelines according equivalent research esteem to 

digital resources was noted with appreciation, but questions were raised about how 

this was going to be done. The disjuncture between some (but not all) universities’ 

internal attitude towards digital research projects and the wider research environment 

was noted. The new RAE criteria should help with this. 

 

On the other hand, the group also noted that digital resources were created outside 

the academy, by individuals and commercial enterprises. These, too, are amenable 

to peer reviewing in journals, etc. 

 

The procedures in current use by the AHRC attracted some comment. In particular, it 

was noted that the peer review process via the Peer Review College and Research 

Grant panels has only front-end input, and that decisions are made without reference 

to end-of-project evaluation reports sent to the Monitoring and Evaluation Committee, 

although these can include valuable information about problems encountered and 

solutions achieved. There was debate about whether the Strategy project might wish 

to recommend closing this feed-back loop. 

 

 

8 How do people go about finding digital resources? Portals,  
recommendations, or other means? Should there be some sort of kitemarking 
scheme to let users know that a site has reached a certain standard in 
resource provision? Or is it sufficient for technical standards to be flagged? 
 

It was noted that there is an absence of reliable information about how people find 

their way to digital resources, and that portals (HUMBUL etc.) are increasingly being 

superseded by search engines such as Google. 
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In order to increase the visibility of digital resources, a seminar or conference could 

help to bring together journal editors, digital resource producers and research staff. It 

was suggested that the IHR could take a lead by reviewing digital resources in its 

Reviews in History series. Online reviews could facilitate the finding of such 

resources by providing a link to the site from the review.  

 

The EU had organised a benchmarking project: MINERVA. Kitemarking could 

distinguish between resources for teaching and research, although the focus of the 

current study was research. Such a scheme might be useful as the standards of 

institutions and the AHDS vary. The group felt that kitemarking would probably be a 

stage beyond peer review, so it would be explored while remaining aware of possible 

difficulties.  

 

Conclusion 
 

Various recurrent general points were highlighted: 

 

• The need to clarify funding priorities in view of the increasing political 

pressures and agendas 

 

• The broader social context in which these decisions must be made, for 

universities and publicly funded museums and archives occupy a niche 

between commercial e-resources and the lay user-producers and yet not 

insulated from them. Strategies should take account of this in political, 

financial and end-user terms. 

 

• Major anxieties about the sustainability of digital resources and the need to 

guarantee the great, long-term costs, whether by HEIs or the government. 

 

• The tension between the competing agendas of knowledge transfer and 

research, both government-driven. Digital resources address both, but often 

in substantively different ways which current funding and assessment criteria 

do not recognise. In particular, focus group members representing museums 

and archives repeatedly felt their sector is caught in the middle. 
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• The Chair concluded by thanking the focus group for a long and valuable 

discussion. 
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Focus group held at the University of Bristol, 20 February 2006 

Edited transcript 

A Let’s begin with the question of how we each use (or perhaps don’t use) 

digital resources, and which we find most useful. 

B Particularly useful are very large data collections, e.g. Index of British 

Clergy. Access traditionally only available to those with very large 

libraries, now available from the desktop. 

 Real value added comes through editing, searching, tagging, navigation 

etc.  

A Are the search facilities adequate? 

B They’re always possible to make easier. Some resources are better than 

others. Early English Books Online is an example of a disappointingly 

searchable resource. Facsimiles only, then click through to the bit you 

want – so much more time consuming. Quality of reproduction is variable. 

Compare with Anglo Saxon charters – now all on the web, superbly 

edited, well-tagged, easy to navigate. True not fully text-searchable. Much 

better than Early English Books Online though. 

C Is facsimile useful / valuable? Or are you happy with just transcribed 

data? 

B More interested in facsimile than transcript. 

D This isn’t an either / or though. 

B No, it isn’t. Facsimile reproduction is relatively cheap and simple. 

Transcription needs skill, care, rigorous editorial control for accuracy. 

E I find The Times Digital Archive particularly useful.  

A I do too. 

E It’s very good. But there are oddities about it. You can keyword search, 

which is essential. But searching is a bit hit and miss. Some instances are 

missed. Sometimes it seems to find instances, then another time it 
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doesn’t. Spellings have to be exact (it will find disorderly or diforderly, for 

example, but not both) 

A My impression of Digital Times is that they’ve built the index up in two 

ways: a) from the original Times indexes, and b) from OCR analysis of the 

original text (which misses some instances and garbles others). 

E Certainly it has some idiosyncrasies, not all of them known – particularly 

to my students. And it doesn’t come with a transcribed version as an 

alternative to the facsimile version. 

B Early English Books Online is nearly all edited and is available separately. 

But normally either the first or the last edition. Very rarely would you be 

able to track through all editions. 

 One of the most disappointing archaeological web resources at the 

moment is the Portable Antiquities scheme where huge numbers of metal 

detected finds, in enormous quantities, are being recorded electronically. 

The problem is that there is no real central control when it comes to 

terminology used to identify particular objects. And even when there is a 

preferred central terminology there is no system in place to ensure that 

the local finds identification officers use it correctly.  

A What you’re proposing really is the definition of standards at subject level. 

Do you see a function for learned societies here? 

B Yes. This is something that has been done with Medieval Archaeology. 

But there has been a series of problems – with geographical conventions, 

which did get standardised – with standardised terminology (e.g. definition 

of ‘medieval’), which it does now have. 

A Who’s enforcing this? 

B The editor. This is the point – that learned society took it upon itself to 

establish, through the editor, such standards. What they are working on 

now is allowing people to submit their entries electronically but with the 

terms they use when they do so controlled. 

C So the technology is in a sense forcing a scholarly discipline that should 

have been there previously? 
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B I think it probably was there in the 50s and 60s, though individuals had 

there own sets of standards, but we went through a phase where things 

got increasingly undisciplined and out of control.  

A F, how about you? 

F I tend to find myself using the big collections, things like Early English 

Books Online and Eighteenth Century Collections online. Think about 

ECCO, you can click a link to pages of contents in text rather than 

facsimile, but even there you find mis-transcriptions and non-

standardisation. Though I’m not really sure there is a solution to variable 

spellings, and misspellings of words in early documents.  

A But you’ve got the facsimiles available to you, so the option is open to you 

to do it the traditional way – to trawl through the documents, albeit online. 

F Yes. But I wonder if the ability to search on keywords gives you a false 

sense of security. 

B In my experience the number of available characters is now very large 

indeed, and can cope with long s, special forms of ‘w’ etc. in the character 

set. So there’s no technical barrier to precision in a transcription. The real 

problem is the very high level of skill needed to make an accurate 

transcription, and the high level of skill needed to check it.  

F Yes, though of course this is exactly the same problem as producing a 

printed edition. By the way, how do you search on such characters? 

B Well, you have to insert the character using the appropriate Alt + number 

keys. Most people use macros. 

A Or you can copy and paste from a list. 

C Of course, clever software ought to be able to learn from the user – both 

on the input side and the output side – and offer you alternative spellings 

where appropriate, or ask for more information e.g. on dates. 

F Yes, fuzzy searching.  

A D, I suspect you have a slightly different perspective.  
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D Yes I have. If I could make some comments. I agree very much with B 

about the provision of this material. This is the greatest equaliser. There is 

tremendous potential for the democratisation of scholarship. 

 I think we can get a bit too hung up on the technicalities of this at the 

moment. Talk about searching for instance. How long did it take us to sort 

out printing? This is an evolutionary process, and we’ve still got a long 

way to go. And updating editions is going to be a lot easier than creating 

the first edition. 

A Yes. That occurred to me, for example, in respect of the Digital Times, 

which whilst it has shortcomings is infinitely easier to access than our 

previous versions (whether print or microform) – the indexing is better too. 

So actually, though far from perfect, it is a fantastic resource. And it can 

continue to be developed. 

E Of course, the other side of this is how we deal with this in terms of our 

teaching practice. Because whether or not we want students to use such 

e-resources, whether we guide them to the ones we like or not, we know 

that when we send them off to do some independent research they’re 

going to start plundering them. And plunder is exactly what you get back. 

A range of unmediated, ill-considered pillages from the archive in great 

quantities. The accessibility of a site, the safeguards around searching, 

and around contextualising searches, are things we should be thinking 

about if we’re thinking about peer review. 

D Of course, many of the issues we’re talking about are about scholarship 

rather then technical indexing problems. What worries me is the idea that 

we can solve things by central diktat. I think we need some leeway, some 

give and take, some flexibility in the system. We’re going to have different 

people designing these resources, for different users – from first year 

students to research postgraduates. 

B Just to come back on that. I think there is a point that the typology of 

archaeology is more of a fixed point, more open to definition of standard 

terminology. The convention of the field is to have very clear categories, 

and resources that don’t do this are failing and need to be addressed. 
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 This brings us to the question what do we really mean by peer review. For 

example, an electronic edition of Domesday Book can be objective and 

factual to a certain degree but, nevertheless, some of the decisions that 

are made about the way in which to present it are going to have to 

represent the conventions of scholarship at a particular time. And there 

may be a degree to which, as for instance with the Anglo Saxon Charters, 

they can present the view of the high and mighty of the British Academy 

or such like, rather than the revolutionary views of some young historian. 

But that’s the world we’re in.  

A D, can you say a bit more about resources that you’re finding particularly 

useful? 

D Well, I’m really developing e-resources rather than using them – with the 

exception of the Investors’ Monthly Manual, a reproduction of that 

publication available from Yale and fully searchable – but I recognise 

many of the problems others have raised. But I would still emphasise that 

we don’t want to try and create a centrally controlled economy here.  

B On a slightly different tack. I was really quite startled at an international 

conference recently in Munich when at this hitherto rather conservative 

academic group there were a lot of people using or reporting on electronic 

projects that they were doing. And I was struck by the degree to which the 

same issues came up repeatedly. In particular, lots of people trying to 

tackle the issue of capturing 3D images of objects. But there was a point 

at which you felt that really people ought to be sharing their experiences 

much more with each other. The amount of overlap and reinventing the 

wheel was rather startling.  

D This replicates what happened in History about 10 years ago. And one of 

the unfortunate things about the way which we responded is that 

competition is embedded in the system. Also, we as a nation don’t have 

the resources that would support really effective digitisation and 

cooperation. Things are much better in the US. We keep inventing small 

projects that don’t so much fail as fail to produce their full potential. 

A Yes, that’s a very interesting comment.  
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B We have actually set up an email discussion group of people working on 

that sort of project. So at least the facility for cooperation is there. I 

wouldn’t want to say that it’s being used very much at the moment, but at 

least it’s a step in the right direction.  

F One thing I was thinking about when it comes to small projects not 

fulfilling their potential is that the project I’m working on will have its own 

discrete space on the [Institution X] website. But might it be preferable for 

digitised resources to be held centrally (e.g. like IHR British History 

Online) where you can find different sets of resources listed in the same 

location. 

A Are you talking about physically locating this material in one place? 

F Well, what I produce will end up on its own website. But if it was on 

something like IHR British History Online it would be with a lot of other 

related material, so more obvious to someone searching for such 

material. Without that it will be hard to find. 

C So you’re talking about a virtual front page for all e-resources in history 

rather than central location of the resources? 

E The Digital Curation Centre site is a good example; it has good stuff on it 

which you wouldn’t necessarily know was there.  

A So we’re talking here about a portal. 

F Or central hosting? 

B I think there’s a lot to be said for this. A portal would certainly be useful. 

But useful resources are being produced by providers (and local councils 

are good examples of this) that are not necessarily all that reliable as 

long-term hosts of e-resources. At least with the Archaeology Data 

Service we do have a pledge that this stuff will be kept ‘in perpetuity’ if 

deposited with them, migrated from one system to another as things 

change. I think this is the right way forward. A publicly funded body at a 

national level endeavouring to preserve this material. 

C The question of perpetual access is actually very important indeed – 

especially if libraries cease to keep the originals. Whatever body, it can’t 

give cast iron guarantees about the future, however stable it might seem 
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to be today. I suggest the answer to that is to have different copies 

(ideally in different countries); or ESCROW agreements; or national 

libraries agreeing to archive the material, even if they don’t make it 

available.  

 This is actually an extremely important issue and needs to be urgently 

addressed. 

A One of the things I’m actually not at all clear about is the degree to which 

the funding of online resources is actually taking account of the need for 

those resources to be sustainable over the very long term. 

D There are two issues here I think. One is access to resources. The other 

is keeping a record of the records that have been developed, keeping, if 

you like, a form of historiography. And I’m not sure we’re doing that at all. 

And I think it would be really valuable. We don’t have a history of the 

history of machine-readable resources. There might be a role for some 

body like the IHR here. 

B I do think the Archaeology Data Service is pretty good in this respect. 

They have impressed me as the ones who’ve thought hard about keeping 

tabs on everything they’ve done. Setting, and working to, a certain 

benchmark standard. Thinking about sustainability. 

D In a way, the ESRC have done this by the back door – insisting that grant-

holders deposit their dataset with the ESRC. Does that happen with 

AHDS? 

B Yes. If you have any electronic outputs you do have to have a signed 

statement from the Arts and Humanities Data Service. I think the problem 

there though is that it is divided between different subject areas and in my 

experience different subject areas are at very different levels of 

development in their targets and their recognition of needs re retention.  

D What worries me as much as preservation of outputs is that of inputs. 

There is a lot of research that takes place in the creation of e-resources. It 

generates raw material that could be used for different purposes, but we 

have no means of making that available.  
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A And that is something that the ESRC is capturing via dataset deposit. But 

is the AHRC doing anything equivalent? 

D No 

B I think we’re trying to in archaeology – partly because we’re generating 

data much faster than we can analyse it. 

F AHRC does require deposit of e-resources with the Arts and Humanities 

Data Service. But I don’t think they enforce it. And I don’t believe they 

quality control it. 

B Yes, I doubt there’s any quality control. 

C Of course, when we’re thinking about sustainability, we also need to think 

about future technological change. 

D The ESRC, I believe, is keeping stores of equipment to enable reading of 

material in the future. 

C But that’s not really the issue is it. We need material to be easily 

accessible in the future. And that means conversion to new formats as 

they emerge. 

B ADS requires payment of money when e-resources are deposited to 

cover future conversion costs. 

A Let’s turn to the fourth question on our agenda. What is important in 

deciding whether a resource is worth paying for or not? Which resources 

should be kept by institutions? And are the resources that institutions are 

keeping the same as those that we as individual researchers find most 

useful? 

D One problem with deciding whether resources are worth paying for or not 

is that such resources are rarely reviewed. Academic journals, both print 

and on-line, remain essentially committed to flat text. They’re surprisingly 

uninterested in reviewing new media. 

 And another problem is that libraries are similarly conservative. How 

many libraries, for example, have shelves of CD-ROMs on loan? 
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C I don’t think that’s entirely fair. In my experience institutions buy according 

to demand. Their decisions are not based on format. So they buy what 

academics tell them to buy. 

D CD-ROMs are available on inter-library loan 

F As a matter of interest, D, why did you choose to publish your resource on 

CD-ROM and not online? 

D That was a decision taken very much to satisfy RAE requirements. 

Though it’s true that’s changing now. 

B Personally I’m happy with e-resource provision at [Institution Y]. Early 

English Books Online for instance. 

C Of course, EEBO is a public resource, not purchased. 

B Yes that’s true. And a key point. Likewise Anglo-Saxon Charters is now 

freely available having been handsomely funded by the British Academy. 

There is a strong case for this sort of public funding of e-resource 

provision, with open access. This could be an important part of the 

democratisation of scholarship that D talked about earlier. 

A Though a resource that I use quite a lot – the Pathe Film Database – was 

also publicly funded yet, despite that fact that lottery funding was 

predicated on free educational access, higher educational institutions are 

not included. So we need to be careful when funding private providers of 

e-resources to draw up public access contracts very tightly indeed. 

Break for lunch 

A Let’s turn now to the question of how we are evaluating digital resources, 

whether we’re doing so effectively, how in fact we might go about 

undertaking such an evaluation. What sort of standards would we apply? 

 My feeling, in fact, is that generally we’re not evaluating e-resources very 

much at all. What do you think? 

D I would slightly disagree with that. But let me say that I think this is a 

major issue, and very much an unresolved issue. But insofar as we have 

students now turning in work where you find Wikipedia cited – sadly this is 

not a joke – then we are now certainly putting out reading lists which 
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include approved or recommended websites. With an implication that if it 

isn’t approved and recommended then at the very least they use it at their 

own peril. So there is a sense in which students are being made aware 

that they must realise that they can’t simply rely on the quality of what 

they find on the internet. Which of course throws a lot more responsibility 

onto them. If something is printed, on the whole it has a certain degree of 

authority. It’s gone through those processes of getting into print. 

A And being ordered for the library of course.  

B Yes, so there’s a certain amount of selection that’s going on. And if a 

student uses a book that is very poor then you’ve got to make the case, 

you’ve got to explain to the student why that source is poor. 

C So in certain resources which they might use, you explain to them why it 

is deficient. But how can they tell, if they find something on the web, how 

can they tell, what tools do they have at their disposal which will allow 

them to assess its value? 

B Well, as I say, we are now (or at least some of us are now) including on 

our reading lists sites that they are recommended to use. And those are 

approved. And if they’re not approved then they’re using it at their own 

peril. 

C But they might come across a site which, even though you’ve not 

recommended it, might be a good one. But they need to have the tools to 

make that judgement for themselves don’t they? 

B Well, they can try using their critical and evaluative faculties – which we’re 

desperately trying to inculcate in them. Or they can come and ask us. 

E But there aren’t very many standard guides for students out are there? 

Most students are being introduced to such resources by teaching staff 

aren’t they? And how to evaluate a website is really a standard level 1 

exercise at my institution. You want them to be able to evaluate for 

themselves.  

C And this is widespread is it? I mean, you’re doing it, but is everyone? 

E  I’d like to think so. I’m sure if it’s not then it’s going to become standard.  
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B We actually don’t do it. Or at least not so far as I’m aware.  

E Of course, if you teach on-line in a virtual teaching environment then it’s 

quite easy to make links.  

D I don’t think that evaluating new media is really any different to evaluating 

old media. Teaching students how to decide what is good or bad is 

fundamental to our teaching. There’s a case in point today that I’ve 

struggled with, for example, and that’s [David] Irving’s web page. Students 

sometimes find it, and there are some good aspects to it, but there are 

also aspects to it which you want them to realise are just inappropriate 

history, or inappropriate full stop. And I think that what we’re doing, by 

teaching them how to judge good from bad, is adding to their skill set. 

A One of the ideas that’s being floated is that we should have some sort of 

academic kitemark for approved e-resources. 

E Well, essentially, that’s already the case in that if you look at some 

websites, and often it is the better ones, then there are kitemarks all over 

them. The problem is that there are too many, there’s a proliferation. 

Everyone that’s given them an award, or given them some money, gets 

their logo displayed. Old Bailey Online is a classic example. An extremely 

successful, very good, freely available website, and it’s been showered 

with awards. So it doesn’t just say AHRC in it, it has the logos of the 

University of Sheffield, the University of Hertfordshire, and a whole bunch 

of other awards as well. 

 The problem is how would we decide what was an appropriate 

academically credible kitemark?  

C It’s very dangerous ground this isn’t it? Censorship and so on. A kitemark 

implies that there is some body somewhere that is empowered, like the 

inquisition, to say what’s good and what is bad. Peer review doesn’t work 

like that does it? Peer review works by spreading the authority.  

E Well, the kitemark could perhaps be a sign that it had been peer 

reviewed; peer reviewed and found excellent. If there was a process 

whereby all digital resources had to be submitted to a body and … 
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B Well there are two ways in which an assessment can be made, which 

we’ve already talked about. One is for content. One is for usability. They 

are two strictly different things.  

 What peer review really means is that there is somebody who, however 

they’ve got there, is recognised as a reasonable authority within the field, 

and they are content that this is something reasonably worthwhile. It’s not 

a perfect system. But in the end things stand judgement by the whole 

body of their peers, the readers, the market which is actually going to use 

them. I’m certainly not in favour of any form of censorship. But I do feel 

that there should be some central core of stuff that has got some sort of 

real authority. Now I don’t see this as being dangerous if we follow my 

sort of idea that the really important thing is data, rather than 

interpretations of that data; primary sources not secondary sources. The 

guarantee you would be getting would be a guarantee of the faithfulness 

of transcription and editing rather than people’s opinions about the data, 

or the provenance, or whatnot. Now I don’t know what the proper format, 

the proper procedure for getting that is. I would have hoped that the 

AHDS would be best placed to do that. But I’m quite prepared to be 

persuaded there are better ways of doing it. I’m even prepared to be 

persuaded that in the end it’s going to be reputation amongst the 

academic community that’s going to count. 

C But how would a third party provide assurance that the quality was good? 

They’d presumably have to have a unit that would sample the data and 

check it with the original 

B Yes sampling the data and checking it. But by identifying as independent 

a specialist as you could who was also competent to evaluate the 

material. 

C Potentially very labour intensive.  

B Yes. But it is already. We’re doing this already. And it is very labour 

intensive, yes.  

F At what point would one submit a website for peer review? The example 

you mentioned of Old Bailey Online, well that has taken a number of 

years from the first data being loaded to the status that it has now. And it’s 
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grown in reputation during that time. And it will no doubt continue to be 

maintained and improved and revised. And so at what point does one 

assess it? It’s not like a book – you finish a book, you publish it, and it will 

always be in that form. A website is never going to be ‘finished’ in that 

sense.  

E Yes, it would have constantly to be re-reviewed wouldn’t it? It might need 

to lose its kitemark if someone came along, edited it, and messed it up.  

B And even during development you’d need to do it. There’s no point 

spending five years developing something only for people to find it’s 

rubbish. Like sending off book chapters for review by your friends as their 

written, it needs to be an iterative process as the e-resource continues to 

be developed. 

E I suppose the reliability of a transcription is easily checked by the user, as 

long as a facsimile edition is published alongside it. 

D You hope the users will do a bit of editing for you. And tell you if they find 

something. 

A So, a sort of Wikipedia approach! 

B Well, one would want some sort of hierarchy of authority there. But you do 

rely on colleagues to point out your mistakes, as they so often do! 

D There’s another side to this though. One often comes across web pages 

that are actually quite good, but there’s nobody claiming responsibility for 

them. There’s one on the Battle of Hastings, for instances, which is really 

quite good – someone’s put years of work into it, but you have to work 

very hard to find the author.  

A Thinking about peer review. Peer review of traditional resources can be 

done in one of two ways. One is literally peer review in learned journals; 

and publication in the learned journal is a sign of quality, a sign that the 

article has been through the peer review process. But then there’s peer 

review in the sense that a publication has been subject to a review in a 

learned journal, and so there’s an assessment of quality there – an 

assessment which is a lower level of peer review, but peer review 

nonetheless.  
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 When we’ve been talking about a kitemark so far, I think we’ve been 

talking about some kind of assessment. But I’m not very clear how that 

would actually take place. Are we talking about encouraging learned 

journals to review e-resources more extensively. Or are we talking about 

some form of system of external review, perhaps as part of the funding 

councils’ remit. 

B I would have thought both. We certainly do have some way to go, sadly, 

to rectify the situation of D not being able to get his CD-ROM reviewed 

because people don’t think it’s a real publication. While I’m sure things 

have moved on quite a lot from 2000/2001 already, I don’t think we’re at 

the point where one could be sure that it wouldn’t happen again. So I think 

there is a definite plea to be made to learned journals to review e-

resources.  

 In fact, interestingly, I’m increasingly using online electronic review 

journals. The Medieval Review for instance. Five or six times a week an 

email comes reviewing titles. But I don’t think I’ve ever seen them review 

any electronic resources.  

A EH-Net in economic history is like that. But does it ever review e-

resources D? 

D Well, they did review my CD, as did the Economic History Review, but 

what struck me was how patchy such reviewing was. And the reviewing 

process sometimes left you a bit puzzled as to what people were doing. 

The EH-Net review, for instance, was largely about the technical details. 

The Economic History Review article was largely about content. It was 

hard not to think that something was being missed here. This isn’t an 

either / or issue, but surely the content is more important? You can always 

fix the presentation. 

A Yes, that’s an interesting point 

D But I certainly can’t think of many economic history e-resources that have 

been reviewed. And I definitely can’t think of any web pages that have 

been reviewed.  

A No 
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C I think the thing is that in the original print market there’s an incentive for 

authors to get their stuff peer reviewed, because that’s the way they get 

published. But the web has made publication so easy that it’s no longer 

necessary to get peer reviewed to get published. There’s no incentive to 

peer review. It’s akin to vanity publishing. Why should people bother to go 

through peer review, particularly as they run the risk of being rebuffed? 

Why should people submit themselves to that when they can put the stuff 

up on the web straightaway, and people can then find it straightaway? 

D I would agree with that. But I think there’s an interesting example – E 

mentions Old Bailey Online, I’ve never seen a review of that. 

E No. Not only has Old Bailey Online been reviewed, though I can’t 

remember where, but because it’s been suggested that Old Bailey Online 

has completely changed the way people are able to interrogate legal 

records, it’s changed the practice of history from below when it comes to 

criminality, and it spurred a major two-day conference two years ago at 

the University of Hertfordshire, which itself was reviewed. So there’s a 

whole academic process going on around the generation of e-resources 

like Old Bailey Online.  

C Though that may not happen very often. 

E I don’t know about that. But the point is that the landscape is changing 

very fast. These things are coming in so quickly. 

D How long would you have to look for in, say, History before you found a 

reference to a web page? Or a review of a web page. I agree with you 

that things are changing very fast in certain places. But they’re not 

changing at all in some places.  

E And I think that a lot of academics are still quite wary of referencing web 

pages, even something which is clearly a good site, like Old Bailey 

Online; we’re more likely to put the footnote to ‘Proceedings of the Old 

Bailey …’, making it look like we’ve looked at the Proceedings at the 

British Library.  

D I’ve got an example for you. I wrote a book review about 6 months ago of 

something which Oxford University Press are publishing as a book 

electronically as well as a print version. I put that in the review and the 
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editor wrote back and said ‘I’ve never thought of this before’. He’d never 

thought of making it clear that the book was also available online. That’s a 

good example of the convergence. We ought to be reviewing electronic 

media in exactly the same way as we’re reviewing traditional media.  

F This is something that’s a problem on the project that I’m working on. 

Possibly unusual in that it it’s not attached to a university, it’s attached to 

[Institution X], and it’s lottery funded not academically funded. But we’ve 

had a lot of discussion about whether the documents which we’re 

publishing online should also be published by [Learned Society Q] in a 

traditional format. For several reasons. Firstly, that it creates a permanent 

resource not subject to the whims of the webmaster of [Institution X]. Also 

because academics are rather reluctant to cite e-resources. But also 

because I’m currently applying for jobs and, being somewhat CV 

obsessed at the moment, when you apply for jobs people expect lists of 

publications. I’ve not seen a job specification where somebody’s 

interested in how many websites, or how many digital editions of books, 

you published. 

C Why not? It’s open to you to tell them about these publications isn’t it? 

F Yes it is. But the sense you get is that the heavy bias is towards print 

publications.  

C Perhaps the current RAE will change this in the humanities. 

B Perhaps, but I think that in the arts and humanities there is still going to be 

an expectation of monographs and articles. It’ll be a while before the 

purely e-resource will count. But even as things stand, there’s a significant 

bias against edited works, so an online edited version of an historical 

source is not going to count for anything like as much in the RAE as a 

monograph interpreting those sources.  

A So, is it unfair to summarise by saying that nobody here seems very keen 

on the idea of some kind of centrally imposed kitemark? 

C Central imposition is not going to work.  

E No. I mean, how would you set it up? 

C And central imposition doesn’t work in print formats either. 
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D A greatly improved reviewing system would by much preferable. 

A So what we would like to see would be for journals (whether online or 

print) to take e-resources more seriously. 

E Yes. Because a well-reviewed website would make as much of that 

review as it could on its front page. You’d see the reviews as soon as you 

went to the website. And then you’d know what people thought of it. 

A And, if that’s what we agree, … 

F Can I just say that G [who couldn’t attend] and another classicist at 

Exeter, did tell me that they favoured some kind of kitemark. I can’t 

remember why. Though whether they’d have been favourable if they’d 

been here and party to our conversation I don’t know.  

B I’m not in favour of a kitemark as such. Or of some sort of grading. But I 

think the Arts and Humanities Data Service should be looking very much 

to establish standards. And that material that they accept and put up 

should be of an acceptable standard (both in terms of content and 

technical presentation).  

D? I don’t want to jump the gun here, but I think there’s an important link 

here. And that’s that I’d very much like to encourage my students to use 

the new e-resources in their own work. But the criteria we’re describing 

are the same things that we’d use when marking students’ work. You’d 

expect them to present the work well, to document it well, to have 

systems where this could be recognised. So web assessment is 

analogous to student assessment. 

F I’m interested that nobody’s mentioned HUMBUL, the subject gateway. 

Does this suggest that nobody actually uses it. 

All No. [And nobody knew anybody who did use it.] 

A  One of the things we’ve talked about here is establishing standards of 

assessment, rather than necessarily the centralised application of 

assessment. Would you want a distinction to be made between the 

assessment of content and the assessment of presentation. 

D Yes, I think they’re totally different. 
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A What do other people think about that. 

E Well, that’s true of other forms of publishing I suppose, isn’t it? But I 

agree. One of the complications is that we keep on talking about 

websites, and about digital resources, as though there’s something that 

makes them all similar just because they’re on the web. But when you’re 

thinking of criteria for judging quality, even when one is talking about 

digital resources of primary material, even there there’s a wealth of 

difference between a site which simply seeks to digitally replicate an 

archive – where I’d want to know who has transcribed it, and how can I 

check the accuracy of the transcription – is it the entire archive, or has 

some selectivity gone. There’s a big difference between that sort of site 

and the sort of sites, perhaps a bit more adventurous, and more 

interesting in some ways, in which a number of digital resources are 

brought together because they share a sort of common theme, and they 

can be used one against the other to pursue a particular end. A website of 

resources pertaining to the English Poor Law, for example, would have a 

whole lot of selected resources. I wouldn’t expect whole archives on 

there. You’d be using different criteria for judgement. Unless you go back 

to what we discussed, seeing peer reviewed journals actually reviewing 

these resources.  

D Yes. And this pushes us back to students. As e-resources are 

increasingly used we need students to have a different repertoire of tools. 

And we need to establish standards for them to make an assessment. I 

don’t think we’re good on this.  

A I think the point is, and this comes back to something that was said early 

on, that this is an evolving process. I suspect we’ve all got subtly different 

views on what constitutes good quality in e-resources, and we are really 

still feeling our way to a scholarly appreciation of these evolving 

resources. 

B Yes. 

D? Thinking about peer review of digital resources, one thing we need to look 

at is how that is mediated in a way that is accessible to students. That 

kind of system may not be important commercially, but it’s important 

pedagogically.  
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B Our job as teachers is to teach students how to assess these resources 

A I think that’s a good note to end on. That in a sense we’re moving onto 

another dimension here, which is how should we use these resources in 

our teaching. That’s a very different, and possibly even more difficult, 

question. 
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Focus group held at the Centre for Medieval Studies, University of York, 8 March 

2006 

 
Minutes 
 

1 Introductions 
 

IHR introduced the project. Participants introduced themselves to the group, and 

commented on their interest in and use of digital resources. 

 
 
2  Do you use digital resources in your own research? (If not, why not?) 
What type of resource do you use most (e.g. individual project sites, large 
collections of resources such as Documents Online)? 
 

A said that she didn’t use many digital resources because she did not feel that she 

knew what was available, where things were and how to access them, or how to 

interrogate a given resource. She identified a lack of confidence in using digital 

resources. 

 

B raised similar issues. She said that if she could not find something of use or 

interest immediately, she was less interested in a resource; clear and immediate 

information on scope, method of use, etc., was needed. 

 

A said that broken links were frustrating. 

 

C remarked that academic works paid little attention to user interface – partly 

because the tools or infrastructure required were not available; so resources were 

not properly keyworded, etc. Thus resources make statements about their content 

but don’t tell users how to access it. IHR asked, in the light of this, whether there was 

a problem with communications between technical and academic sides of projects. C 

said that the problem was with inadequate keywording, and that there was also an 

issue of different user perceptions when dealing with electronic resources (as 

opposed to print resources). 
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A said that there was a need for education, especially on search strategies, keyword 

use, and methods of structuring queries. B said that training would be useful part-way 

through PhD study. 

 

D said that users needed to be able to differentiate between good and bad 

resources; it was frustrating to spend a lot of time using a resource, only to find that 

there was nothing to be got out of it. A and E said that this was different to finding 

nothing of use in an archive, because in an archive one could be sure that one had 

investigated it thoroughly, and there was help available from the archivist(s). Digital 

resources did not inspire the same confidence. 

 

D said that she used online journals for secondary sources, especially JSTOR, which 

made it easy to see what was available.  

 

C expressed frustrations with the cost of resources, which put them out of reach for 

students. F said that there were copyright issues with digital resources which meant 

that some publishers were reluctant to place their content in institutional repositories. 

 

Questions of authority 

 

C said that it was difficult to know who produced what, and that he was not 

particularly worried by issues of authority. C said that authority is a secondary 

question, after content, and by the time he progressed to assessing authority he 

would have gone to the book or original source material. A said that she would be 

more likely to use resources where she was familiar with the provider. 

 

G said that entering resources by generic identity was already breaking down – for 

example in library catalogues, links were being provided between catalogue entries 

and the texts themselves on EEBO. Newer researchers might not think of the 

distinctions between resources in the same way as older ones. H said that in such 

cases authority resided with the directing source, e.g. the library catalogue. 

 

IHR asked whether these developments were affecting quality control. H said that the 

issue of where to direct users had been recognised long ago, e.g. by the BBC, as 

part of the need to protect an organisation’s integrity in the eyes of its users. This 

meant that there was a need to be exclusive to some extent. Peer reviewing was 
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easy to do with printed resources, but with digital resources it was hard to know how 

far down the peer review process should drill – down to the level of opinion? 

 

F said that librarians generally provide resources that are requested by users. 

Students and lecturers should be able to evaluate the content for themselves. H said 

that, for example, we know what something means when it comes from Wikipedia, if 

it is properly referenced. D said that if she wanted something conservatively 

authoritative she would go through a library catalogue, but if she wanted to gain a 

general idea of what was available, she would go through Google.  

 

F said that students should be encouraged to use and assess Wikipedia and similar 

resources. E said that the internet presents a wider version of the situation with 

printed material, where peer review doesn’t necessarily mean that the material is 

good. C said that there was a need for much greater education in the evaluation 

process for students at all levels. 

 

 
3 What is good or useful about digital resources? What could be 
improved?  
 

A said that they were convenient; F that they were quicker; and D that they provided 

greater access to material. J said that the ability to download datasets in Excel format 

saved him a great deal of time. K said that some resources make material available 

that is otherwise not available to researchers at all. 

 

E said that in many cases it was better to use a digital image than the original for 

preservation and conservation reasons. 

 

K said that in terms of additional features, digital resources offered searchability. C 

said that one could find things one wouldn’t otherwise find, and that this enabled a 

much broader spectrum of research, and a better chance of picking up errors. 

 

L said that functionality may offer extra possibilities, including the ability to move 

images, to zoom into details; this was a totally different experience from looking at a 

book. 
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M said that a greater knowledge of context, enabled by resources such as EEBO, 

has changed the way we can read. 

 

A said that one could use digital resources, extract information, and return to them 

later in the knowledge that the material would still be available. 

 

Most participants did not read the material onscreen. Printing was identified as an 

important function. G said that it was possible to manipulate the image before 

printing. C said that reading on screen opened issues such as eye strain, and that 

there were also issues of perception – how much of the screen could be seen at any 

one time, for example. E said that this could actually be convenient for some 

resources, such as medieval manuscripts. There was also some data, e.g. GIS data, 

that can only be seen onscreen. K said that undergraduates were inclined to print 

material because of computer access problems. F said that it was convenient to be 

able to download articles as PDFs, particularly if one was working abroad. L said that 

many of her primary sources only exist as digital resources. 

 

H commented on the value of hypertext as opposed to flat text; it allowed one to 

footnote and direct to other resources from within the text, allowing in turn a new way 

of reading. There was a distinction between a digitised and a born digital resource. F 

said that links such as those described by H make research different in some ways – 

enabling rapid and more transparent research. H said that there had been a recent 

phase in which digital and internet technologies had been imitating existing 

technologies, rather than exploring their potential, for example with visualisation, and 

visualisation of types of searching. 

 

D said that when making [a resource], she tried to use images and links to maintain 

users’ interest. 

 

J said that for his PhD he had spent 18 months collecting data, which he could now 

download. Had he been able to do this, his PhD would have been better, and he 

could have done more with his material. However, standardisation was a problem – 

he had to spend time making sure all the downloaded data was usable. 

 

E said that the image and text collections of [Institution X] allowed research that 

would otherwise be impossible (without vast experiences of the sources concerned). 
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C said that museums can also make their collections more widely available, and this 

allows researchers to look at broader patterns. 

 

K mentioned time-saving devices, including text searching within documents. 

 

F said that dispersed library resources available through one portal opened new 

avenues for what universities were able to offer course-wise. M said that this was a 

major issue, especially for new universities. 

 

A said that finding non-academic material through online searches offered a different 

perspective. E agreed, saying that these could be checked out academically, but that 

there were pointers that could never be got through conventional academic means. 

 

Frustrations with resources 

 

J identified the inability to access journal articles as a frustration. M said that her 

library didn’t have the technical infrastructure to support certain databases. 

 

C said that false hits were a huge problem. 

 

E noted the ephemerality of material published on the web – which was why users 

ended up printing it out. Everyone develops different conventions for dealing with this 

– e.g. he kept printed copies of online material in his museum archive. H said that 

permanent URLs were an issue, but that the Wayback machine archives snapshots 

of the web, running on a three-month cycle. E said that in a sense, if online 

information had been used, then it was already out there. 

 

D mentioned usability issues, including not being able to trace the source/authority, 

and not being able to copy material from the screen. 

 

Distinguishing marks of a good site. 

 

D said that a good search engine was paramount – this would be one that gives 

enough information to decide whether a result is useful or not. F said that it should 

also anticipate differing needs and provide different ways of interrogating the 
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resource. D said that the ability to refine searches was also important. C emphasised 

the need for consistency in search engines. 

 

Some participants felt that Google was preferable to non-commercial search engines. 

H said that there were issues with trusting commercial search engines because of 

the ways their algorithms operated, payments by certain sites, etc. A said that it was 

possible to filter these out to get to useful material. H said that he would expect 

higher standards and a neutral search for an institutional site. C said that there were 

scope issues – with many sites it was unclear what the scope of the search was – 

and at least with commercial engines it was clearly general. 

 

F said that he found Humbul particularly useful because of the human content and 

mediation. Google could be infuriating. D said that the search on JSTOR, with refine 

and define capabilities, allowed the user easily to tailor their search. A said that this 

could prevent discovery by happenstance. B said that also, if search terms were too 

specific, one could be unable to locate something one knew was there. 

 

E said that he regarded anything that he got from an online resource as a bonus, 

expecting to do most of his research through traditional means. Also he was aware 

how deeply one needed to know each individual database in order to get the most 

out of it – there was no standard. C identified a lack of knowledge among students 

about database construction, which wasted their time in creating useless databases 

– there was a need for better education here. D said that as a PhD student she had 

needed courses on databases and GIS but had been frustrated by the lack of them. 

A said that people were trying to address this, and that in some courses it was 

addressed at undergraduate level. D said that it depended on the discipline and what 

it perceived as being useful or necessary. 

 

C said that it was a generic problem that each project generated its own data in its 

own form – there were no consistent guidelines. H said that the Aspire system 

(aspire-resource.info) had been developed in Scotland as a pragmatic response to 

the need for such guidelines, and that it was intended that these guidelines would be 

enforced, to create a core dataset that would be extensible. F mentioned metadata, 

and said that there were guides to good practice on how to construct a digital 

resource. H said that there was a clear distinction between usability from the user’s 

point of view, and the responsibilities of creators (this should be a concentration on 
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how datasets were constructed, with a view to dissemination). C said that in the end 

the quality of the data is paramount. 

 

 
4 What is important in deciding whether a resource is worth paying for or 
not? Which resources should be kept by institutions? Are these necessarily 
the same as the resources that individuals find most useful? 
 

A said that while she wouldn’t think twice about buying a book that she needed, there 

was some kind of barrier when it came to buying digital resources. C said that this 

kind of evaluation depended to some extent on whether the resource would have 

long- or short-term use.  

 

J said that purchasing individual journal articles was ridiculously expensive. C said 

that in addition, one didn’t necessarily know whether the article would be useful 

before purchasing it. Some mechanism for limited access would be very useful. J 

suggested a Napster-like mechanism, but C felt there might be licensing problems 

with this. 

 

IHR asked what resources should be provided by a library. D identified ODNB and 

JSTOR as key resources. 

 

M said that sometimes it takes years of lobbying for a library to pay for a resource. A 

said that success depended on the cohort of people lobbying – and could be dictated 

by numbers and strength of voice, which was limiting for others. F said that to an 

extent provision was dictated by teaching rather than research needs. M said that 

this was also a problem in that (unlike the inter-library loan system) one couldn’t go to 

another library for digital resources, and therefore those in smaller institutions were in 

effect more cut off from essential resources – some kind of HE combined resource 

would help people in scattered institutions. F mentioned the French model as an 

example of combined purchasing. M said that it was actually more specialised 

databases which were the problem, as there was no way to combine or collaborate to 

gain access to these. C said that there was a need for a mechanism determining 

which resources were in demand and providing access – perhaps a reciprocity 

arrangement. F said that perhaps the inter-library loan system could supply users 

with a link and password for a limited time period. 
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5 What is important in evaluating them (e.g. content, searchability, 
interface, etc.)? Are different things important for different types of resource or 
is it possible to design a set of criteria that apply to all? Would these criteria 
differ for resource creators and users? 
 

D said that it depended what the source was. B mentioned ease of use and 

navigation as key aspects. 

 

H said that some resources need substantial ancillary documentation to make sense, 

especially databases. 

 

C said that he needed to know where the material came from, and then visited the 

book or originator, unless it was a very specific source. E said that it was good to 

know authorship and provenance for each individual component of a resource, and to 

have proper references. D said that she made her decisions based on whether a 

resource had an institutional URL (as a first-stage shortcut). C said that such URLs 

could easily be purchased. 

 

A highlighted the importance of printability. D said that the look of the homepage was 

important, and that it had to be obvious how to get beyond it. 

 

C said that broken links within resources were offputting. E said that site 

maintenance was highly important. H said that it was impossible to produce a trusted 

site unless there was investment in long-term maintenance.  

 

H also said that with respect to design aesthetic, that of printed material was muted 

and dull, which gave users faith in the content. This did not work so well in the digital 

context and could make a site look substandard. A took issue with the idea that 

everything had to be very branded and commercial. C said that there could be a 

happy medium – enough design to keep the site interesting and take the user 

through it. E said that as with book design, it was almost as cheap and easy to do it 

well as it was to do it badly. D said that, for example, there was no reason why colour 

images should not be used in online journals. 
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C said that there was an issue with online journals in that they were putting the role 

of the compositor onto the individual. E said that it was important to understand the 

end format in which material should be published. 

 

Could criteria be applied to all resources? 

 

This was generally thought to be possible. F said that an online resource could be 

deconstructed in the same way as a written resource. D said that enough room had 

to be left for technology to advance – it was important not to be too prescriptive. 

 

IHR asked whether peer review of digital resources was a qualitatively different 

process from print resources. H said that there were born-digital peer review projects 

in archaeology – where source material was made accessible by the peer-reviewed 

article – so that there were two layers of authority. There were ways of constructing 

mechanisms for digital resources that were as trustworthy as they were for print. This 

was not about branding the datasets according to criteria, but about providing access 

to the material. C said that the list of resources referenced would lengthen, and 

readers’ ability to evaluate all of them would decrease accordingly – there would be 

less opportunity for evaluation. H and A disagreed. H said that the process he had 

outlined would provide the access necessary for evaluation. C said that hypertext will 

eventually automatically include links to underlying data – it would be the interim 

period where there might be an issue. H said that these issues were being 

approached. 

 

F said that these developments might mean that in time people would write in a 

different way and more transparently. 

 

C said that the tools necessary to use the resources might be a problem, unless they 

become ubiquitous. F said that new resources such as StORe were trying to build 

functionality into the browser interface. C said that browsers themselves don’t 

support such functionality. H said that such browsers would be developed, but that 

not all back-end archives are likely to be delivered online in the first instance. 

 

7& 8 Are digital resources different from paper/traditional resources when it 
comes to peer review and evaluation? Should they be peer reviewed? Would 
this help to identify which resources can be used for research? What 
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processes are needed for peer review? What processes are needed for 
evaluation? Should a review system operate for digital resources as it does for 
traditional monographs and reference works? If not, what system should be 
applied? 
 

K said that since digital resources were often reference tools or collections of source 

material, they should be reviewed in the same way as similar print resources (rather 

than monographs). B said that the online journal History Compass replicated existing 

peer review mechanisms in a digital context. 

 

C asked for clarification on what was meant by peer review in the context of the 

project. IHR said that there were two different stages in the process. One was pre-

funding. The other was at the end: how to evaluate what came out of a project, and 

how successful the project has been in its own terms. C and H said that peer review 

should be uncoupled from evaluation. 

 

D said that there was a case for a sort of consumer review of the finished resource – 

could she, as a consumer, get the information she needed out of it? IHR asked 

whether one could focus simply on content as one would with a non-digital resource. 

D said that this was possible, but that one would then miss the opportunity to 

describe the ways in which it could be used. 

 

C said that presentation was only an issue in that if it looked bad people wouldn’t use 

it – a resource could look good and still have bad data. A and D said that usability 

was important, and D said that it could be one of the criteria by which it was decided 

whether to fund the resource or not. C said that the user interface is usually the last 

thing to be looked at, and that documentation took up a good deal more time. The 

user interface was one of the areas in which money was scrimped. F said that on the 

contrary, the user interface was sometimes built into the funding proposal – funding 

bodies sought to fund good projects in terms of usability as well as content. 

Resources had to be technologically good for deposit with ADS/AHDS Archaeology, 

and AHDS History.  

 

H said that resources didn’t have to be deposited with AHDS. However, it was an 

opportunity for new digital resources to take advantage of expertise, and it seems 

reasonable for this to be enforced by funding bodies such as the AHRC. D said that 
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such enforcement might be expanded to cover presentation standards. H said that 

ADS house style was dictated for deposited resources. As part of preserving access 

to archived resources, the material was constantly updated and migrated to new user 

interfaces. However, a balance was needed between the flexibility to design one’s 

own resource and standards.  

 

IHR asked who evaluated projects at the end of their development. F said that it 

ought to be checked, but he didn’t know who would do it. IHR asked whether there 

should be an extra stage checking on project delivery. 

 

D said that creators had to know what the criteria for assessment would be to help 

them actually build the material. C said that it should be borne in mind that things 

might change during the project – and that creators don’t necessarily know what the 

finished item will be. Some flexibility is required. E said that there was a need for 

some human judgement at the end of the process. A asked who would do the judging 

- there might be issues of expertise involved. 

 

D said that she had used undergraduates to test-drive her CD. A said that this 

constituted the project’s own evaluation, rather than an external one. C said that this 

was similar to commercial play-testing. 

 

H said that perhaps an additional box should be included in applications: how are you 

going to demonstrate that the digital resource was produced at a suitable level? – 

and the user-testing process should be included in the submitted report. 

 

F said that there should also be a broader, higher-level external body assessing. H 

said that there was a danger of people feeling constantly observed; an extra layer 

might also increase costs and decrease the total funding available. F said that it 

could be encompassed by existing bodies such as the RAE. E said that the funding 

bodies would also impose some consistency in the process. D said that the funding 

bodies should then issue their criteria at the pre-application stage. 

 

C asked what would happen if a project failed? The project development should 

include the assessment – the design must be part of the process of the project, 

provided by the institution, so that it doesn’t trip you up at the end. A said that part of 

the AHRC research training money (for postgraduates) could be used to troubleshoot 
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these issues as they arise. D said that if issues were written in from the beginning of 

the project they would then be considered throughout the project. C said that many of 

these aspects were already included in project applications. IHR said that they were 

not necessarily taken particularly seriously. 

 

C said that these processes would not suit all researchers. J noted that it might 

nevertheless be important for the RAE exercise. C said that in this case more 

interdisciplinary projects were needed (using IT expertise). F said that increasingly 

researchers were aware of what a good user interface looked like. A said that also 

people might instead make different choices about their research, and seek further 

support where necessary. 

 

 

8 How do people go about finding digital resources? Portals, 
recommendations, or other means? Should there be some sort of kitemarking 
scheme to let users know that a site has reached a certain standard in 
resource provision? Or is it sufficient for technical standards to be flagged? 
 

H did not like the idea of kitemarking. Innovation was being encouraged, and 

therefore some kind of stamp could easily become expensive and meaningless 

because of moving technology. Moreover, it would be asking people to do something 

with no precedent. Kitemarking also depended on understanding on the part of the 

assessor or assessing body. 

 

C said that raw data had to be archived (partly because of the impending loss of 

archaeological sites).What was necessary was the ability to exploit the properties of 

documents, migrating material through packages so that the data could be tracked 

through. There were differences between raw data and data for public consumption. 

 

D said that there were differences between projects. E.g. G’s project would have no 

value unless it were accessible to a user – the last link, the user interface link, was 

the most important. K said that G’s project did include mark up. 

 

IHR said that editorial skills are not recognised in a digital context; K felt that this was 

changing organically. E said that there was more confidence in traditionally published 

work at the moment. 
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F said that some of the best providers are commercial – their big money results in 

usable resources, An assessment panel should therefore include this perspective. D 

said that we could learn from commercial bodies spending money on user interface 

and usability. F said that the standardisation process was employed with speed and 

done well by commercial companies (but H disagreed). 

 

Final points 

 

H said that the RAE relied on the fact that publications were generally peer-reviewed 

anyway, if not by the RAE. In digital terms, people pointing towards the object were 

the ones reviewing the resource. The relation of articles to their underlying data 

would mean that a review of the article would extend to the data. But this was content 

rather than delivery, and those were two separate issues. 

 

D said that perhaps presentation was most important when it didn’t work properly. 

 

K commented that a project at [Institution Y] involved vast amounts of editorial work 

that needed evaluation, and the user interface of that resource also required 

evaluation. The content and comparison capabilities of the resource, as well as 

access, were of paramount importance for him, but this might not be the same across 

the discipline. IHR asked K whether there was a block on evaluation of editorial work 

in digital resources. K said that there was no evaluation at present and that what 

mattered was the ‘size of research wallet.’ But there were more people involved than 

editors whose work needed recognition.  
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Resource creators’ group held at the Institute of Historical Research, 20 June 2006 

 
From notes and edited transcript 
 

A – Libraries have long experience of creating electronic catalogues, but they were 

not interoperable; this was a huge disadvantage. Users expect and want a Google-

like interface which will allow them to search across resources.  

 

B – It depends how important it is to the researcher to have that particular information 

– if you need it, it doesn’t matter if the site is bad. So it depends on the research 

questions.  

 

C – Content is key for users, and they don’t care so much about the interface.  

 

B – People are prepared to persevere if they need the information.  

 

C – So long as the content is good. 

 

D – And you know you’re looking in the right place; often there is a lack of information 

about the scope and the stage of the project.  

 

C – And the navigation has to let you get at it.  

 

E – People’s wants are quite simple; there is a problem when people aim for more 

complex user needs than actually exist.  

 

C – There can be mediation issues where the mediation is not at the same level as 

the content.  

 

E – People are unaware of how broad the audience is on the web. 

 

IHR – So content can be affected by other issues? 

 

F – It’s hard to judge this at the grant application stage.  

 

C – It also depends on user assumptions, for example students.  
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C – With reference to peer review, do you need to peer review for a wider audience?  

 

B – Who are the peers in a digital audience? 

 

H – Presentation of content and the way it allows users to play with it is subject to 

debate. [X’s] project aims to provide a comprehensive record but not interpretation – 

they expect users to know about the subject to use the resource effectively. These 

are decisions the designers need to make at the beginning. 

 

F – The problem is the way it is funded. For example, when you’re dealing with the 

AHRC/AHDS, almost no technical appendices describe the user interface. They talk 

about other stuff, for example data, accessibility. Should people have to say this, 

even if they don’t know at the start how it will pan out? There are problems with the 

technical reports. Only 30% of the projects ‘required’ by the AHRC to deposit their 

resources with AHDS actually do so. Should they be denied further funding? 

 

C – The problem is that the person applying will not actually be working on the 

project and will have no idea what the user interface will be like. 

 

J – In the initial stages setting up the user interface is complicated – thinking about 

users’ needs, etc.  

 

E – One problem with grant applications is the pressure to be innovative on the 

technical side, but this is not necessarily a benefit. The question that should be asked 

is, does the applicant have a reasonable plan? Plans are essentially a fiction, but 

people should make some effort. 

 

IHR – What about interim reports? 

 

B – The idea is good but it would just create extra work.  

 

C – It’s also unreasonable, because it would not be expected of a project producing a 

book. The expectation of immediate results from digital resources is not fair.  
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K – The review of the first year of my project’s new tranche of funding was written by 

someone with no idea about digital projects. AHRC peer review responses are 

frequently unhelpful – it would help if there was an opportunity for more interactivity 

between peer reviewers who can make constructive comments. We need to make 

use of people who are sympathetic to the idea of digital resources – to expand the 

group of peers in this sense.  

 

B – There is still a problem with evaluating digital projects. Users don’t take a website 

as having the same academic credentials as a book. That’s a cultural thing which 

might change eventually, and it’s a real problem with evaluation on every level. 

 

K – Well we’ve lived that for the last seven years. It’s a problem. How do you get out 

of that hole? Unless you go into print … I think you need to expand the group of 

people like us; and it will come, because what we’ve said for the last five years is that 

the amount of work that goes into online editions is much greater, the degree of 

precision is much higher. Potentially we can utterly transform scholarship in every 

way possible, I believe this; and what people who are print-centric need to know is 

that our standards are much higher. 

 

B – Your standards might be, but some other websites … How can users tell the 

difference between a good and a poor resource? 

 

K – We have to have a group of people who review each other’s work and are 

sympathetic. But the fundamental feature of this is that even people who are still 

within print culture are online two or three hours a day, they’re emailing, they’ll look at 

EEBO. Because of the pervasiveness of that, they’re already part of online culture, 

they already trust it, they already treat it as reliable, and it’s absurd to suggest 

otherwise. We need to square the circle, and the AHRC needs to insist that people 

provide core content which is interoperable, obviously searchable so you can get to it 

through Google, and obviously it has to be XML. If people don’t do that, then don’t 

give them funding; and if they haven’t done it after year one, they get rapped on the 

knuckles. 

 

B – This will change over time. 
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K – Students are already using 80–90% internet resources. We’re going to have to 

provide proper, well-defined, ring-fenced online sources for them to use. 

 

B – One thing we see with our students is that they don’t tend to query the 

provenance of the resources. They just think ‘Oh great, I can get this’; that’s all 

they’re interested in, and their critical faculties won’t develop. 

 

C – We teach our students how to assess provenance. They might start out thinking 

‘Well, this looks like a good transcription’, but then realise that they know nothing 

about this person, there’s no information about him, there’s no imprimatur, university 

or anything, so you can’t trust it. I might trust it because I know enough about early 

modern literature, but they are not yet experienced enough and there’s no 

imprimatur. With a book, if it comes from a university press they’re going to trust it 

more than they would some other publishers – it’s the same thing. 

 

B – Should we be using the AHRC as a press, a digital press, or the IHR, somewhere 

like that. You must not only deposit your resource, but ensure that it is hosted on 

their server. 

 

C – That would assume that all these things are directly funded by the AHRC, and of 

course they’re not. 

 

B – No, of course not, but the ones which are funded by these bodies … 

 

C – It would privilege those projects funded by the AHRC. 

 

 F – Well in some ways is that such a terrible idea? At least something funded by the 

AHRC has gone through some form of academic vetting with its proposal. 

 

J – Not at its realisation necessarily. 

 

D – I think instinctively I feel uncomfortable with that sort of approach, in a country 

where so much has been contributed to the print world by record societies and 

talented amateurs. What about non-academic websites that would not be looking for 

AHRC funding in the first place? Some of the scholarship remains exceptional – 

sometimes the amateurs are more accurate than the professionals. I can see the 
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advantages in what we’re talking about but it doesn’t seem to me to feel right for 

history. 

 

F – What about peer review in the sense of digital resources? If you went to a digital 

resource online and it said, ‘I, Professor So-and-so from the IHR here, say this is a 

good resource’, if you were an MA student or something like that, would you then 

trust that resource? 

 

D – I’m not entirely persuaded by the argument about books. In arts subjects people 

will radically disagree about the quality of a book, and the same is true of a website. 

People could equally say, ‘Oh this is a terrible website’, or ‘This is the best website 

I’ve ever seen’. In a sense that’s what it’s all about – disagreement over subject 

matter. Technical standards may be a bit different and accuracy of transcription is 

objective – but anything that’s vaguely interpretative (which could extend to which 

documents are regarded as authoritative, say) is going to be disputed. You can’t 

have a gold standard or kitemark for these things. 

 

F – The reason I was asking is that I’m on the editorial committee of a journal that 

includes ostentatious peer reviews, that is, the peer reviewers’ names are attached to 

the article. A reader knows that a particular article was accepted by this person as 

well as these editors, so there’s some accountability. 

 

G – It seems to me in terms of establishing credibility in peer review, that its history 

has always revolved more around citation by people within the field. The articles 

which are significant are the ones that keep showing up in the footnotes, and that, 

especially as a Master’s student, helps you find your way more than the little blurb on 

the front or back of the book that says ‘this is to be trusted’. I’m wondering whether 

the solution is simply to try to encourage more of our peers to use our materials and 

to cite them within their works. 

 

F – Citation isn’t necessarily an indication of quality. Often works are cited because 

the author thinks they aren’t good – I know I do that regularly. 

 

C – Where something exists in print and online, people will actually use it online and 

cite the print, which is not helpful. 
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K – Say you want to find out about some obscure eighteenth-century aristocrat, you 

Google it, it comes up, within about the first ten results – ten, twenty – and you will 

get a sense of what sites are good or not. That is what students don’t have and we 

do have; the idea that students are really brilliant and great at this stuff is wrong – 

they’re not, they don’t have good judgement. 

 

H – But this is how they develop good judgement. I can’t see anything wrong with 

internet resources challenging students with their approach. 

 

H – You need some knowledge of how to evaluate resources. 

 

K – Exactly where do you get the external knowledge from? 

 

A – From training, and teachers. I mean, no amount of kitemarking or people saying 

‘This is a great site’ will do that – that’s all meaningless. 

 

H – If students are efficient with their queries they will quickly come across a source 

which contradicts their first source and for me that’s enough – you need to find a way 

of finding out which to trust. 

 

K –Yes, but a good digital resource requires a good user. 

 

H – I can’t see any difference in the method whether it’s print or online. The same 

criteria apply. 

 

D – I suppose the difference is the access.  

 

H – There’s more and quicker access, but the criteria are exactly the same. 

 

D – If you’re an undergraduate or a research student, as far as books are concerned, 

you have a reading list to start with and it’s very difficult to go beyond that. With the 

internet it’s very easy to go beyond that. But having said that, I’m not very sure what 

we can do about it, except learn from experience. 

 

C – As we’ve been talking, I’ve been thinking that when I come to publish a book, I 

don’t choose to send it to a university press because then students will know it’s a 
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quality book, I choose it for the good of my own career. And surely one of the main 

concerns about peer review isn’t the users, but the people producing the resources, 

whether they’re getting the recognition for the work that they’re doing. At the moment 

it’s not good for their careers, and until it becomes good for their careers it’s going to 

be a minority pursuit. Researchers employed on these projects need to feel that 

they’ve got a career path – publishing online is not ideal at the moment, you’re better 

off going to a university press. 

 

A – Although I get the sense that some projects are done not because they’re worth 

doing, but because there’s funding to do them. 

 

IHR – This is one of the things we hoped we might be able to address with this 

project – the issue of people who do a lot of the spadework as it were, building the 

technical infrastructure, doing the mark-up and so on. How do they get recognition for 

the quality or otherwise of their work, and is there a way that peer review could help 

them with that? Does it require a more general willingness to review digital resources 

after the fact, and to highlight people’s involvement in those aspects which are often 

skated over, I think, in favour of the content and interpretation. 

 

F – Is that something which should be done within the discipline in which the 

resource falls, or within a subset of humanities computing? The journal that I help to 

edit carries reviews of digital projects, and we talk about the technical side of them. 

Should that be in mainstream study or should that be in humanities computing?  

 

A – You just mentioned something I was thinking of earlier, which is that a review 

might say ‘This book is completely bonkers, but extremely thought-provoking’, or the 

other way around, you know, it’s no use to anyone. So maybe the answer is not peer 

review in the sense of someone giving a seal of approval. You do a Google search 

and hopefully not only do you hit the site but also reviews that say, you know, 

‘Struggle past the interface and it’s worth the effort’, or alternatively, ‘Don’t be 

beguiled by the extremely pretty interface, it’s not worth it’. Or a resource might have 

a tangential purpose for which it is very useful. 

 

E – I have seen only about two reviews of digital resources recently. 
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IHR – I forgot to say that we’ve commissioned some as part of this project, and they 

will appear online, some on Reviews in History and the rest in an appendix to the 

actual project report. I have no idea whether people will think they are good reviews 

of digital resources or not, but that’s something we’re going to look at and see how 

well it works for evaluating them. Do you think there are many people with the skill 

set to do reviews of digital resources properly? 

 

C – We got one name to come in – we didn’t expect him to be IT literate, so we 

brought him in, and he was incredibly enthusiastic, said it was incredibly useful. I 

thought we might get a review out of it – just a mention even – and I’m sure if he’d 

been that enthusiastic about a book, he’d have done a review, but he hasn’t. We 

would ideally have liked a review in one of the standard print resources for that 

period, otherwise people won’t find it. It’s quite frustrating when even people who are 

enthusiastic don’t do what they do for books.  

 

H – I do approach people to review digital resources for [X journal] and when I write 

to them I have to say, please don’t print the website, review it online. It makes me so 

embarrassed, because unfortunately this is what people tend to do. 

 

C – We used to get people to do reviews, and there they concentrated on the 

technical side and how the interface worked, rather than content, which was irritating, 

because we wanted to tell people about the content and the historical issues it’s 

addressing, not ‘my web browser fell over’. You don’t necessarily want them to get 

hung up on the technical side, particularly if they’re reviewing the early stages.  

 

D – I suppose one of the drawbacks of reviewing online resources is that you don’t 

get a free copy out of it. 

 

K – We don’t want unsympathetic people to do reviews. If you pick people who are 

deeply unsympathetic to what we do then you are going to get an answer that we 

don’t want. 

 

D – But that’s true of all reviewing. Sometimes it has nothing to do with quality. If 

we’re going to want reviews we need to be able to take the rough with the smooth. 

There’s always debate. 
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K – But we’re talking about whether a project goes on from one year to the next, 

we’re not talking about a review of a book 

 

D – That’s interesting. I thought we’d shifted more onto review in the sense of 

reputation of the project, which is very important. Yet in a sense it seems the same 

fundamental argument applies. We should expect the AHRC to be able to tell 

reviewers who have an axe to grind or don’t know what they’re talking about. We 

shouldn’t be trying to protect ourselves. 

 

C – I am sometimes asked to review something online, purely because it’s online. I’d 

never be asked to review it in print, it’s not my field of expertise. So I think there is an 

assumption that you have to have a certain degree of computer literacy. 

 

J – But then the context of the review could or should determine who does the 

review. I’m not particularly keen on a very technical review if I’m interested in the 

content, I just want to know that it works. But someone who’s more interested in the 

technical side will not be particularly interested in the content, so we need both kinds 

of review and both kinds of reviewers. From the point of view of the AHRC I would 

think that you would want to have content as well as the technical side. 

 

A – Again we seem to be talking very much about formal reviews. I would think with a 

review like a book review there would be a danger that you would say the site is good 

or bad, and then the site changes. Why do we want to go to all the effort of emulating 

the print world. In the real world, don’t you just say, well, if the Elizabethan Society 

has a link to this site on their page, then it’s probably worth using; if the IHR has it on 

their site as a useful resource for colonial studies, then clearly the IHR thinks it’s 

reliable. Isn’t that good enough for most students, and most of us? 

 

C – What about an Amazon-type review? 

 

H – Yes, there are less conventional ways of doing it – informal reviews, or rather 

peer recommendations, are used by many. 

 

K – That’s what you see in science – you’ve got the conflation of referees’ reports 

and reviews, and what matters is what the grapevine says is a good article. You can 

tell that something’s good because there’s a continuous line that tells you that a lot of 
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people are reading something, and word gets around. So they’re already doing what 

we’re doing in a sense, an informal but really significant way of judging the 

significance of an article. And it’s not just peer review and referees’ reports, it’s also 

citation. All those things become a way of assessing something, because the number 

of times an article is accessed over a long period of time counts as a citation. That 

tells you how good something is. 

 

IHR – What about the role of a designated subject portal, like Humbul? I don’t know 

how many people use Humbul, but it does function as a gateway with some level of 

assessment having gone into it. 

 

E – Not that many people use it. 

 

B – Students use it, and students like it. But my students use it to find a way into 

looking at digital resources in the humanities per se, not to find specific things, to get 

an idea of what a digital resource looks like. They are not actually looking for specific 

content. 

 

IHR – I find it a bit unwieldy when I’m actually looking for something specific. 

 

D – Yes. I use the alerts as a way of keeping up to date, but my experience of 

searching it is that you might not get results that are sufficiently specific.  

 

IHR – Do students see it as qualitatively different from Google? 

 

 B – They do recognise it as a smaller subset of chosen things. 

 

E – I recommend it to students for much the purpose that you describe. If you want a 

first idea of what is out there in your field it’s quite simple, but it’s not really 

comprehensive. 

 

B – It strikes me as not comprehensive enough – and yet not specific enough. 

 

IHR – People have mentioned reviews that treat the technical stuff and the content 

completely separately. How do we give full value to the scholarly element of technical 

work? 
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B – Should people be credited for doing work like mark-up? They don’t in other jobs – 

they shouldn’t get recognition for spadework.  

 

K – But what’s spadework, and what’s not spadework has been transformed by the 

online milieu. It genuinely is the case that the work that [X] does, which comes within 

technical management, is scholarly, and requires both ingenuity and hard work. 

 

C – Much of the technical work is not that arduous – transcription, mark-up etc. Doing 

transcriptions, organising data, is like doing editions – it’s spadework, you know. You 

get a certain amount of kudos for doing an edition, but it’s not a monograph. There’s 

always been this sort of thing. If you worked on editing a book for two years and all 

you got was an acknowledgement – you know, you were just the research assistant – 

that was pretty annoying as well. 

 

H – My work is classified by my institution as ‘Clerical, related and other’, not 

computing; it’s not research or research-related, it’s just ‘other’.  

 

E – Well I won’t work on anything if the word ‘technical’ appears anywhere near my 

name, because to people in the humanities that means secretarial work. 

 

K – I’m not sure how you’d divide scholarly from non-scholarly. What I would say 

from the way we’ve worked for the last six, seven years, is that lots of stuff that could 

be demeaned in a class-ridden culture by certain people as being technical is not 

merely technical at all, it requires a great deal of ingenuity. 

 

C – Oh, I would never say ‘merely’ technical. 

 

K – I know, exactly. 

 

IHR – There are different parts of the technical structure of a site, aren’t there? If you 

have an online edition that consists of a certain number of transcriptions, it may be 

that there’s a search engine attached to it, or a browsing system with indexing and so 

on. Is there maybe more scholarly thought that goes into that kind of navigation or 

indexing system than there might be in, I don’t know, applying XML tags in the way 

that you have been taught to apply them to things? 
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K – I think it begs the question to say that scholarly work is simply printed articles, or 

writing articles which may be online as well; that’s simply arbitrary and random. 

 

B – It’s because they’re peer reviewed. 

 

K – Well, why can’t you peer review in principle the architecture that someone’s 

created for a particular site? 

 

B – Well, you could do it in principle. But it’s not been done, and that’s the question – 

why hasn’t it been done? 

 

K – Well, because it’s new, because it’s brand new. That’s why we’re here. 

 

B – How do we make that happen? 

 

K – Well, I’ve just been to two meetings in the last week talking about metrics in the 

post-RAE world; that’s up for grabs as well, nobody knows what’s happening. The 

AHRC and the IHR should lobby the powers that be to get the kind of work that we 

do recognised. Because within the confines of the RAE, when you’re talking about 

research environments and so on and so forth, you can explicitly say that what we’re 

creating is an important part of the research environment. The problem is not the 

next RAE, the problem is metrics. Within the first two or three most significant 

aspects of metrics – I don’t know if you’ve seen it – is research funding. But within 

the RAE for 2007–8 the online world is going to be catered for quite well, I think; you 

can certainly put in a website or whatever as one of your four pieces of work, or 

maybe two pieces if it’s a substantial website. The problems now start in 2008. You 

get round it by getting important bodies like the AHRC and the IHR to lobby those 

powers – that’s where authority is created. 

 

C – Say that I have a content management system which I use to create my website, 

and lots of tools; and the person next to me doing another digital resource does it all 

by hand, puts in masses more work than I have, because I know about these tools. 

To the outside world they look exactly the same. Now, you know, I work smartly, the 

other person doesn’t, because nobody told them how to do it. The only thing you can 

evaluate really is the content, how is the content structured, what is its intellectual 
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value? How we reached the output technically is irrelevant to our users, irrelevant to 

everyone except us. The most work, probably, is done by the people who have the 

least expertise; I mean, if I have something tedious to do, I write a program to do it, 

but I see people, and I talk to people, who do it by hand, because they don’t really 

know how to write a program. 

 

C – You can penalise people who didn’t attend to advice very well, even if the 

content is absolutely wonderful. 

 

H – Because there’s no shortage of places to find out. 

 

C – The problem I have with people is not that they don’t listen, because they don’t 

understand what they’re being told. 

 

D – I don’t know whether this is actually where this was leading or not, but I just 

wanted to say that, as far as I can see, in other areas of academic life, it is the output 

that’s measured in peer review, not the work that went into it. The work that went into 

it might be a factor – if I wanted to construct a website with images, and the only way 

I knew how to do it was this tedious method, as you’ve just described, then 

somebody at the AHRC would say, well this is costing far more than it should cost to 

do something like this. 

 

C – The AHRC – funding bodies generally – obviously have an interest in things 

being done as efficiently as possible, so in that respect evaluating projects and 

reviewing projects to see how they did it, and giving them advice as to how they 

should do it, is useful. It’s much better than just getting someone to write the 

technical report, and then you’re given the money and you’re not quite sure how 

you’re going to achieve things. 

 

IHR – Do people go back to the AHDS for help during the project, or is the only time 

they think of it when they’re doing the technical appendix? 

 

F – A lot fewer people come back than probably should. 

 

D – I’m glad that one can, and is encouraged to do that, but it’s not terribly obvious 

that the AHRC want to operate in that way. 
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F – Well the AHDS has now started sending out questionnaires to current grant-

holders that check how things are going, and if they need any help. 

 

D – I’m sure it’ll be fine, but I just had that feeling that as an AHRC award-holder, you 

might just think ‘Oh no, not another set of questions from the AHRC’. We might lose 

sight of that ‘Can we help?’ question at the end if we’ve spent so long filling in the 

‘How’s it going?’ question. 

 

C – Some people are reluctant to contact the AHDS because they think that’s telling 

the AHRC your problems. 

 

F – It’s not. The AHDS proofs/improves people’s draft technical appendices before 

they submit them, and then often ends up in the same office reviewing them for the 

AHRC. It’s certainly intentionally circular. 

 

IHR – One thing I thought about asking about was sustainability of digital resources 

and whether funding bodies such as the AHRC might consider building into their 

requirements how the project is going to be sustained after its completion. Is it going 

to be held on a university website, will it just be parked with the AHDS in the 

knowledge that the AHDS will then migrate it up to new platforms? 

 

H – I find the service extremely helpful. I have decided to deposit every six months, 

because I don’t have much other back-up or technical support. 

  

F – The AHDS is willing to take snapshots, but, I think you what you’re saying is 

should there be a place in the AHRC technical appendix for the detail of what support 

this is going to have institutionally; is this website just going to disappear? And there 

are institutions where the personal staff pages are hosted among their resources for 

years, and institutions that just turn round and decide that, well, we won’t support 

personal pages any more. 

 

B – I think the new JISC criterion is that institutions have to say they’ll keep 

resources online for ten years. I’d have to check that, but … 
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F – The most I ever suggest is that people get some form of assurance from their 

institution that they’d be willing to house this output for three to five years at most – 

ten years would be great. 

 

B – To sustain it in some way – I mean the wording is quite vague. 

 

F – It has to be because of the extreme spectrum of types of resources. 

 

B – And how much the environment’s changed in the last ten years. Is it going to 

change as much in the next ten years? 

 

C – Well, it depends what you mean by sustaining a resource. I mean, just as it was 

on the day it was published, with no updates, no bug fixes, no corrections, that’s one 

thing. But if we’re actually talking about a commitment to keep them up-to-date, that’s 

a much bigger thing. What you actually mean by sustaining isn’t clear. 

 

D – Yes, that has been a bit of an issue for us, because I’m involved with a resource 

whose very essence is to be up-to-date, and for it to be sustained at a fixed level.  

 

F – Obviously you’re talking about an ongoing, continually changing resource; 

sustainability for that is a lot different from my critical edition that I’ve done and 

published online – here it is, it’s not going to change. 

 

D – I’m divided on this one, because common sense says that we should produce 

things that don’t disappear; on the other hand the onus is being put onto a different 

set of shoulders, because if you publish a book, you’re not expected to state that 

you’re sure that your university library can afford to shelve or catalogue or store it – 

that’s somebody else’s responsibility. 

 

F – The publishers’, that’s the point. 

 

D – Well, only to a point. I mean, the bottom line is quite a serious bottom line, the 

escalating library costs. But what I’m saying is, those are borne somewhere else. 

 

E – There should be a tax on publishers and libraries to support digital resources, 

because we’re saving them so much money! 
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C – Or not, if they publish journals. 

 

IHR – One thing I wondered – which I think might have more relevance at the present 

with reference to archaeology – is the issue of being able to get to the source 

material through the resource itself. So if you have a resource which has some 

interpretation on the top level, how important is it that you can drill down, get through 

to the original unmediated resource material through that? Is that something that it 

would be appropriate for peer-review processes to address, or should it be left up to 

the individual project to choose whether they make it available? 

 

F – The majority of resources that get funding at the moment seem to be creating 

some form of digital surrogate. Here is an analogue resource, and we’re going to 

make a digital version of it, and then perhaps an extra interpretative layer on top. 

Their whole point is to allow the user to get down to that as quickly as possible 

 

IHR – But there might be a difference between a text-based resource and something 

like, say, CCEd or PASE where they’re drawing on a variety of resources to build up 

this thing; or there may be a variety of different texts as with a variorum edition online 

or something like that. Would you be able to get down to the original from the top 

level? 

 

D – The boring answer is that it seems to me that it’s just a question of horses for 

courses. Take the example of the Clergy of the Church of England database. It’s 

abstracting little bits of information and structuring them into clerical biographies. To 

say well, underneath that we want to be able to find the entire institution book of the 

diocese of Chester, 1530 to whenever it was, out of which these odd bits of 

information have been picked, might not be realistic. It should be the judgement of 

the scholars running it whether there is anything to be gained by it.  

 

C – There are historians who disagree about this. To me, once you’ve put stuff into a 

database you are a priori changing the data because you’re standardising in the 

database. There are those who will not standardise their data at that stage, and 

would want to be able to go and see all the misspellings, all the curiosities of the 

data. I don’t know if that debate is still going on – it raged for years. There are some 
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historians who would say the issue would be that they wouldn’t trust a digital 

resource if they can’t see exactly how the surnames have been spelt wrongly. 

 

B – That goes back to the spadework issue we were talking about earlier. It’s actually 

modelling data, so when analogue data is put into a form where you can process it by 

computer, that is an intellectual activity which people need to understand when 

they’re approaching a digital resource, especially a database. That type of meta or 

paradata – the process of creating the digital thing, the thoughts that you had along 

the way as well as the metadata describing the resource itself – is as important in 

some ways to a researcher. To do academic research it’s important to know the 

provenance of the data, and the intellectual rigour with which it was modelled. 

 

K – I thought there was a slightly different question, which is that if you have a digital 

resource, you should put the original on in some format. The problem is that the 

costs are exponential. But it does have very interesting intellectual ramifications 

about why it is we trust print. We trust print, we talk about it as if it’s better than 

digital, and I don’t see why it should be. Certainly we’ve got a few manuscripts up 

online, but such images might have been manipulated using Photoshop, for example 

to make them lighter. Why are these more trustworthy than an online transcription? 

 

C – It’s the same in print. You rely on editors, and there are some editors you just 

don’t trust. 

 

K – If you drill through to the original as we were saying, in a way you effectively 

efface yourself because if you put up all the originals, then you get a very interesting 

situation where the transcribed text is actually an instrument that leads you towards 

the original rather than being the end product itself. You can efface all the work 

you’ve done, because if someone cites the text they can cite the manuscript, which is 

available online. They don’t have to cite us, where we would rather they did. 

Intrinsically we’ve provided them with the means of making us irrelevant.  

 

C – But then some sites don’t actually show the transcriptions – they’re there for the 

purposes of the search – so you don’t see the work that someone’s done, it’s not 

obvious.  
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IHR – It seems to me that some of us are almost advocating that there is a separate 

aspect of the discipline which is humanities computing, and that’s where something 

like the technical structuring, the indexing and so on might be appropriately 

assessed. And also that it’s a different part of the assessment process. Is that what 

people mean? 

 

F – I think that may currently be the case. Whether that should be the case or not is 

probably debatable; technical stuff should be mixed in with interpretative stuff, 

otherwise the effort that goes in doesn’t get appreciated.  

 

C – People tend to be ambitious when it comes to digital resources – they like to do it 

themselves. In industry there are smaller fields of expertise, but we expect 

researchers to be able to do loads of stuff not acquired as part of their basic skill set. 

Maybe there should be a restructuring of this aspect.  

 

F – But people need a sense of how much is involved, if their reputations are going to 

be attached to it. 

 

C – But would you need this, for example, for typesetting a book?  

 

F – But specialist subject knowledge is required, for example in mark-up.  

 

D – Project [X] has benefited from not separating so rigidly the technical aspects. 

 

K – There is an issue of recognition, the way in which online projects get buried. It’s 

difficult to find lists of good IT projects, whereas print has publishers doing marketing. 

The AHRC should shout more about its successful projects. How do we get these 

projects to tell each other they exist? 

 

A – We haven’t agreed on a system of evaluation. Post-completion evaluation would 

be useful in terms of future funding – those who are not successful could be weeded 

out.  

 

C – When would it happen? 
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A – You can evaluate whether a project has met its targets or tackled obstacles 

successfully.  

 

B – We do hand in a digital report now, for example a month after completion. 

 

IHR – But what happens to it then? It’s useless if it is just filed. 

 

C – I don’t really know if they even get read. 

 

E – There are other models not based simply on evaluating things, but something like 

certification would involve considerable resources, both time and money. I wouldn’t 

want to mandate it as it’s so hard to find qualified people. It would need to be done 

before researchers left a particular project.  

 

C – The ESRC has peer review of their post-completion reports.  

 

F – Should there be an AHRC kitemark?  

 

E – Other things might be more practically useful, but would require more resources 

and training.  

 

A – In a sense people should be asked about their errors. People should be able to 

benefit from others’ mistakes, so we can have evolution, not reinvention of the wheel. 

 

IHR – But the question of getting future funding might deter people from being 

honest.  

 

A – Funders might actually want to work more with honest people.  

 

D – The AHRC Methods Network is addressing the same issues, facilitating contact 

with other people in the same position. It’s a better way of doing it than having 

information go up to the top and then come back down again, or not, as the case 

may be.  
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H – There is no space for reporting mistakes though. We should encourage 

conferences, where people might be more prepared to talk about the challenges 

they’ve faced and the solutions they’ve found. 

 

D – Review in scholarly journals is quite informal. 

 

C – Small projects not going to be of interest in all this. Are they a good use of 

money? There is a question about how much effort goes into a digital resource 

versus the number of people who will use it.  

 

H – But often you don’t know what happens until it’s online.  

 

IHR – And its transformative impact might be unrelated to the number of users. It is, 

of course, possible to assess the use of digital resources more easily than with print.  

 

C – What about kitemarking? There are real concerns over whether it stifles 

innovation. There’s already a tendency for people to self-limit.  

 

F – There’s a place for both kinds of evaluation. There’s an onus on those pushing 

the boundaries to explain clearly why they are doing it.  

 

C – This might improve innovation in the long run. 

 

 E – It is most damaging to say one is doing something challenging when one is in 

fact simply ignorant. 

 

K – We need a large conference linked up to newspapers and other media, to show 

the world what is being done. People should have confidence in what they’re doing. 

A wider audience is out there.  

 

D – But one feels one needs help to get through. Are the AHRC interested in that 

though? Funding bodies might not want to go down the larger constituency route.  
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